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Introduction

Historical Overview

•Cosmic muons can be treated as ordinary x-rays in 
usual radiography by looking at their 
absorption

•The first application of cosmic muons was 
obtained in 1955 by E.P. George to determine 
the depth of rock above an underground 
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the depth of rock above an underground 
tunnel E.P. George Commonwealth Engineer  1955,455

•A spectacular application was obtained by Nobel 
Prize L.W. Alvarez inspecting the Chefren
pyramid to search for hollow vaults
L.W. Alvarez et al.  Science 167   (1970), 832

•More recently volcanoes inspection was performed
K. Nagamine et al. N.I.M. A 356 (1995), 585. +…..



Introduction

Basic Principle of cosmic muon tomography (CMT)*

A completely different  approach: Multiple Coulomb Scattering (MCS)

• Charged particles crossing material are deflected 
(and decelerated)

• The deviation angle (projected on a plane)                                                
has a ~gaussian distribution with mean 0 and 
r.m.s. which depends on: 

• The momentum of an individual particle pi
is in general unknown

• It  can be substituted by a fixed value                                                                
computed from  from <1/p2>
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� material thickness X

� radiation length X0 (~1/Z) or

* Los Alamos group K. R. Borozdin
et al., Nature 422 (2003) 277. +….
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Reconstruction Techniques

• Simplest method: Single Scattering 
Approximation    (SSA). In space: 
Point Of Closest Approach (POCA) 
of 2 straight lines with a weight w=θ2

Rivelatore

Rivelatore

• It tends to fail in presence of 
several scattering centers

Rivelatore

Rivelatore

Detector

Basic (POCA)

Two detectors to measure position and direction  of the muon: in and out
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Reconstruction Techniques
Tomographic (Maximum L ikelihood Expectation Maximization)*

If the material is not homogeneous the  volume 
can be divided into N cubic voxels and 

Define linear scattering 
density LSDfor a material:
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the average square 
deviation expected for 
a particle i crossing L
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Detector

λ=1/X0

can be divided into N cubic voxels and 

with an iterative optimization algorithm (MLEM ) 
applied to a Maximum Log-likelihood functional the 
system can reach reasonably approximate values of λk

with {si
2=∆θi

2 ; i=1,…M} M measurements.
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Detectors for MCS 
tomography 
Requirements

• Large areas ⇒ reliable and cost effective instruments
• Good tracking performance
• Good angular resolution: ∆θ<O(10 mrad)
•2x 2D measurements (at least one good for ∆θ measurements)
• Stability  in time and position
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and also ( if possible) 

• Momentum ~measurement 
⇒ time precision for t.o.f. evaluation 

or
⇒ high redundancy for self  MCS measurements or….



Detectors

Possible solutions

Anode wire
Insulator strips

13 mm

 42 mm

Electrode strips

Cathode strip

Drift cell

- -- -
- -

-
-

Drift tubes GEM RPC*

8

Scint. Fibers+SiPM*

A. Zenoni

Scint.+ WLS 
Fibers+SiPM*

*Possible precise  t measurement:
For~ 5 m distance 100 ps time of 
flight resolution⇒ p< 900 MeV

….and also nuclear 
emulsions 



An experimental setup for 
MCS tomography 

At the INFN National Laboratory of Legnaro (Padova) a 
demonstrator for the study of muon radiography has been 
assembled using two spare Muon Chambers Detectors 
produced for CMS and installed in the barrel

• Two Drift Chambers 2.5x3.0 m2

• Gap between chambers: 160 cm 
vol. ≈ 11.5 m3

• 2 extra planes to measure p;
• Fe p-filter
• Trigger: upper chamber (events 

“pointing” from upper to lower 
chamber)

• Acquisition rate: 350 Hz



Cosmic Muon Applications
Possible ambiguity  muon tomography/radiography… nevertheless
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Cosmic Muon Applications

•Transport control

•Industrial applications

•Geological survey  (vulcanos,  mines,    
CO2 repositories)

•Archeological  inspections

• Survey of Nuclear Plants 
(Fukushima)
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•Nuclear waste/spent nuclear fuel  control

•LSD precision            
measurements

•Monitoring of building stability



Cosmic Muon Tomography
in transport control

The  1st application proposed from LA group to use the MCS tomography:
Two detectors positioned above and below the volume under investigation to 

evaluate the deviation angle of muons.                                                                                        
To detect heavy metals (nuclear contraband )

Requirements of Muon Requirements of Muon 
Tomography:Tomography:
-- large area tracking devicelarge area tracking device
-- good angular good angular resolution      resolution      

((≤ 10 ≤ 10 mradmrad))

A portal based on drift tube A portal based on drift tube 
technology is in operation in    technology is in operation in    
Freeport (Bahamas)Freeport (Bahamas)
Other portals ( CataniaOther portals ( Catania--Italy) Italy) 
under construction under construction 



CMT in transport 
control/Industrial application

The problem:  orphan sources in scrap metal
• All over the world, radioactive sources are sometimes present in scrap

metal used for steel recycling.
• In some cases, when the radiation sourceis well shielded by its heavy metal 

transportation cask and by the scrap metal itself, it is not detected by 
radiation portals and is melt, with serious consequences for the plant and 
public.

• MuSteel project: study and design a portal capable to detect the heavy • MuSteel project: study and design a portal capable to detect the heavy 
metal shield of the radiation source. NB: in a short (~ 5 min) time

• In conjunction with radiation detectors, this system will be capable to 
intercept every source



Cosmic Muon Tomography
in transport control

Results:the program was successfully completed:  
Reproducing a similar situation in the Demonstrator

2 l  Pb shield

7 min data taking

Simulating a real 
situation in a full 
scale Portal

M. Benettoni et al2013
JINST 8 P12007 [arXiv:1307.6093].

https://ec.europa.eu/research/industrial_technologies/pdf/rfcs/summaries-rfcs_en.pdf.



Cosmic Muon Tomography
in transport control

Other example:  FIAT 500L 
on demonstrator

Battery 

1l Pb

F. Gonella, M. Furlan, A. Rigoni, S.Vanini,G. Zumerle,P.C.



Industrial application
Cosmic Muon Tomography in Blast furnace control

Blast furnace imaging 
Mu-Blast: European project to characterize the

inner status of a Blast furnace (RFSR-CT-2014-00027)

Monitor the density profile of the materials. The spatial
distribution of the three main components ( ore , coke
and partially reduced metal) can be monitored profitingand partially reduced metal) can be monitored profiting
of their different densities.

Check the thickness of the BF internal
layer in the “heart”. This check allows to
monitor the ageing status of the furnace

Preliminary simulation results



Spent nuclear fuel control*

No validated methods to verify the content of storage containers without opening
Possibilities: neutron radiography or muon radio/tomography.

Detectors positioned around the container⇒Absorption, Transmission and MCS

*A lot of activity: see reference list  

µ absorbed            µ crossing

S. Vanini, P. Peerani, A.Rigoni, G. Zumerle, P.C.           



Precision measurements

• Is it possible to make precision measurements  with MCS   tomography?

• Is it possible to determine LSD (or the ratio R=λ/ρ ) of a material with an 
uncertainty≤ 10% ?

• Is it possible for a large LSD range?
Several  difficulties:

• The choice of the parameter <1/p2>  in absence of p measurement imply a 
careful calibration

1812/6/2016

careful calibration
• The  muon spectrum is modified by the absorption of low energy muons 

then producing a saturation effect …..

S. Pesente et al., Nucl. Instrum. Meth. A 604 (2009) 738.



Precision measurements

Iron blocks

Is it possible to make precision measurements  with MCS   tomography?

19

Mock-up for normalization
(with known LSD)

12/6/2016

Despite several difficulties due to 
calibration and saturation effects... 



Precision measurements

Good 
correspondence of 

an important output of Mu-Blast project *:

Yes!
Several materials collected 
from a furnace with a wide 
range of LSD or R

correspondence of 
measured R with 
predicted values

Expected precision 
7-10% 
∆R=Rmeas/Rpred-1

Measured :
mean ∆R= -3.1% 
with r.m.s. of 4.8%
*E. Åström et al., 2016 JINST 11 P07010

R predicted
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Monitoring of building 
stability

Brescia Palazzo della Loggia*

*Courtesy of A. Zenoni
arXiv:1403.1709v1



Final remarks

The use of cosmic muons for applicative purposes is plenty of 
possibilities and the field is evolving quickly.

It is an important technological transfer from HEP  and detector 
development to the society

From our point of view (HE Physicists)  there are several 
technological,  computational and analysis challenges that should 
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technological,  computational and analysis challenges that should 
move the interest  to participate

Resources should arrive mainly from alternative funding subjects  
w.r.t. “standard” research agencies:   this requires an effort to 
prepare and submit appropriate proposals for projects and to 
involve potential partners out of research/academic  network.  

New Ideas and more collaborators are welcome!
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Backup
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Muon Tomography ( in pills)

basic questions                       and corresponding answers 

• What does CMT  measure?  (which kind 
of information about a material can be 
obtained from CMT?)     

• The linear scattering density* (LSD) that is 
proportional to the material density λ=ρ R
where R(Zi,Ai,wi ) is function of the fraction 
by weight wi of the i th element with atomic 
number Zi and mass number Ai. For a pure 
element:

• Which LSD should we expect for a 
composite material?  

• What happens if analysed  materials are 
available as a compound of pieces in air?

element:

•We have:                                                      
and consequently λc=ρc Rc

• Considering the bulk density, the LSD 
scales accordingly, so the ratio R is not 
affected.  

* The LSD values are given in rad2/m



Example of rough momentum estimation

Momentum Estimation from muon chamber track fit

263/10/2016

10 GeV muon tracked by drift tube chamber

80 MeV muon tracked by drift tube chamber
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